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West Southwest Midwest

Makeready Tapes
Patch tapes, 2-sided tapes and shim tapes.

Left to Right, Accu-Shim tapes, Fit tape, 2-sided tape, Profitape® [patch tapes], and makeready tapes.

Makeready times vary, and the 
longer it takes to get a job running 
efficiently, the less profitable the job 
becomes. Wagner has a wide variety 
of Makeready Tapes available to help 
speed-up makeready times. There 
are a wide range of tapes for a wide 
range of uses. Our Profitape® patch 
tapes offer accurate die adjustment 
in Blue, .001” thickness, Red in 
.002” and Yellow in .003” - available 
in both 6mm and 12mm widths. 
Profitape offers a strong, reliable 
adhesive and consistently accurate 
thicknesses - roll, after roll after roll. 
Accu-Shim Steel Tapes by C&T are 
a reliable option, available in .001”, 
.002”, .003” and .005” in 5/16” 
widths - in either 10M or 30M rolls. 
Fit Shim tape is avaiable in .0015” in 
5/16” width.2-sided or double-sided 
tapes are another makeready sta-
ple, and Wagner carries 1”, 2”, 6” 
and 12” widths in 36 yd. rolls. And 
finally, makeready tapes, in glass-
ine, natural and white in .0015”, 
.003” and .006” thicknesses in 1/4” 
or 1/2” widths. Available in 140, 
225 and 500 ft. rolls. Contact us 
with any questions or for addtional 
information on Wagner Die Supply 
Makeready Tapes and accessories.

Contact us today for the lastest products & information!

Profitape® from Wagner, is our preferred line of dimen-
sionally stable patch tapes. With accurate thicknesses of 
.001” (Blue),.002” (Red), .003” (Yellow) in both 6mm and 
12mm widths. .001” comes in 35M rolls, .002” in 25M 
rolls and .003” in 18M rolls.


